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Category:1978 births Category:Living people Category:Romanian fashion designers Category:Romanian illustrators
Category:Maniac (band) members Category:Romanian musicians Category:Fashion photographers Category:Romanian
women photographers Category:Romanian photographers Category:Romanian female models Category:People from ClujNapoca Category:Romanian women illustrators Category:Romanian erotic dancers Don’t Move Our Junk: The New Grid
Messes Up Junk Mail - hsnewman ====== pilom >...shortsightedness on the part of governments... It's not
shortsightedness, it's just too much mail to deliver. ~~~ falcolas Yeah, but there's a pile of cash in the mail delivery
industry. Not to mention the entire US federal government workforce. ------ jdkee I’m not sure what is worse. The USPS
sucking up a new army of postal employees to deliver mail, or the steady stream of hateful emails and advertisements that
arrive in my mailbox. ------ jdkee Interesting that even the Washington Post admits the USPS is a mess... ~~~ arkitaip Not
sure if the postal system is a mess, but even I receive a couple of junk mail per week. ------ tyingq I'm not sure this is a
problem the US Postal Service can solve. There's too much mail and not enough labor. Edit: I'm not saying they can't solve
the problem, but it sounds like what they propose is the same as what's happening today: More people employed to sort
mail manually, rather than just automating the process to achieve the same thing. ~~~ jdkee Many of the automation
projects are underway in the US Postal Service with more to come. The problems I see here are the growing volume of ad
mail and the wholesale structure of mail delivery and collections. ------ tomjen3 An add is only an ad if you don't want to
advertise. And if you don't have an ad it
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Mondego - Busul Coșorilor by catalin de la calafat vs25, The Legend of Mu-sheng, written by catalin de la calafat
Category:Romanian bloggers Category:Romanian YouTubers Category:Romanian YouTubers Category:1989 births
Category:Living peopleQ: passing a parameter with a signal handler to a shell script? I am having trouble figuring out how
to pass a parameter to a shell script. I have a signal handler in a shell script. I can pass a single string to it, but not a
parameter. Do I have to modify the signal handler in some way to support passing a parameter? signal.h typedef void
(*sighandler_t)(int); extern void sighandler(int signo, sighandler_t func, void *arg); signal.c void sighandler(int signo,
sighandler_t func, void *arg) { printf("signo = %d, arg = %s ", signo, arg); func(signo, arg); } main.c int main(int argc,
char **argv) { sighandler(SIGTERM, sighandler_handler, argv[1]); printf("Running main... "); sleep(1); printf("Exiting
main... "); return 0; } A: When you send a signal, the signal is sent to the process that you are running. Therefore, when you
send a signal, its handler is running in the same process, and can access the arguments you send to the signal. (The only
time you don't have access to the arguments is when the signal is sent to a different process, and that other process is not
your process, as when you send SIGTERM to the shell and it causes the shell to send a SIGTERM to a child process. In that
case, the shell is sending a signal to another process, and that other process' signal handler is running in the other process,
and is not running in your process.) When you are running the 2d92ce491b
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